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of a Turbulent Plane Mixing Layer 

3. M. Koochesfahani* and P. E. Dimotakist 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 

Using a two-dimensional airfoil, a disturbance was introduced into a plane mixing layer some distance 
downstream of the splitter plate trailing edge. Results indicate that it is possible to induce very large changes in 
the layer growth rate downstream of the disturbance location, while leaving the portion of the shear layer 
between the splitter plate and the disturbance source essentially unaffected. Furthermore, the use of forcing for 
modification of the mixing layer in the region upstream of the disturbance is demonstrated. It Is shown that two 
different mechanisms are responsible for coupling such disturbances to the flow in the pnsent forcing of 
upstream and downstrpn regions. 

Introduction 

I T is known that the evolution of plane mixing layers can 
be strongly affected by low-amplitude disturbances. As a 

result of the sensitivity of shear layers to initial conditions, 
most of the effort has been concentrated on modifying the 
initial shedding of vorticity through artificial excitation. These 
and other related phenomena have been reviewed by Ho and 
Huerre,' Forcing is usually achieved by introducing distur- 
bances ac~ustically?.~ mechanically by oscillating a trailing- 
edge flap: or oscillating one or both freestream vel~cities.~-' 
Other methods such as the strip-heater technique have also 
been used.8 

The common feature of forcing studies to  date is that the 
disturbances are effectively introduced at the tip of the splitter 
plate. As a result of this, the entire region of the flow down- 
stream of the splitter plate is modified. Experimental results4*' 
show that the forced shear layer exhibits three distinct re- 
sponse regions (see also Refs. 1 and 9). in region 1, the layer 
growth rate is enhanced by up to a factor of about two9 
compared to the unforced case. The mixing layer spreading 
rate remains virtually constant in region 2. This region is 
characterized by a single array of equally spaced large vortical 
structures that do not interact with one another. And finally, 
region 3 marks the gradual relaxation to the growth rate 
characteristics of the unforced mixing layer. 

in the work described in this paper, we consider the case 
where a two-dimensional disturbance is introduced into a 
turbulent mixing layer at some distance downstream of the 
trailing edge of the splitter plate. The response of the mixing 
layer in the regions both upstream and downstream of the 
location of the disturbance source is investigated using flow 
visualization and-laser Doppler velocimefry. 

Experimental Facility and Instrumentation 
This work was carried out in a low-speed, free-surface water 

channel. The test section was 45.72 cm wide and 42 cm high 
(dictated by the height of the water in the channel). In the 
present study, the first 210 cm of the over 300-cm-long test 
section was utilized. The water channel was modified to  gener- 

ate a high-aspect-ratio two-dimensional shear layer, as indi- 
cated in Fig. 1. The special insert used for this purpose fol- 
lowed the design of Dimotakis and Brownio and produced a 
shear layer with a velocity ratio, r = U2/UI, of approximately 
0.44. In this design, the insert accelerated the flow below it 
and decelerated the flow above it. A perforated plate and a 
screen placed in the upper part of the insert were responsible 
for a head loss that matched the Bernoulli pressure drop in the 
lower part of the flow. This matching was necessary in order 
to avoid separation at the leading edge of the insert. For 
further details of the design, the reader is referred to Ref. 10. 
The details of the perforated plate and screen that were se- 
lected and the resulting flow characteristics are described by 
Lang." 

The velocity of the high-speed stream was set to Ui = 20.6 
cm/s, resulting in a Reynolds number, based on AU = U, - U2, 
of about 1150/cm, The boundary layer on the high-speed side 
at the splitter plate tip was found to be laminar with a momen- 
tum thickness of Bo = 0.76 mm. The natural vortex formation 
frequency lo, under these operating conditions, was about 6 
Hz. This was determined from the peak of the spectrum of the 
streamwise velocity fluctuations close to the splitter plate tip. 
Throughout this paper, x refers to  the streamwise coordinate 
measured from the splitter plate tip and y to the cross-stream 
direction (see Fig. I). 

Disburbances were generated by a pitching NACA 0012 
airfoil that extended across the span of the water channel test 
section. The pitch axis was at the quarter-chord point and the 
airfoil chord was C = 8 cm. The driving mechanism was de- 
signed such that the airfoil could execute any arbitrary wave- 
form shape.12 For the results presented here, however, only 
sinusoidal oscillatiotls were considered. The mean angle of 
attack relative to the shear layer freestream velocity vector was 
set to  approximately zero. As an indication of the disturbance 
amplitude, we use the airfoil angle-of-attack amplitude A in 
degrees (i.e., airfoil angle of attack varies between - A  and 
A) .  For the range of values of A used here, the amplitude of 
the trailing-edge excursion in millimeters turns out to match 
the A values to within 5%. 

The flow was visualized using food coloring issued from an 
injection port imbedded in the high-speed side of the shear 
layer insert and was subsequently iecorded on photographic 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the shear layer insert. 

Fig. 2 Flow geometrj in forcing experiments. 

Results and Discussion 
For the results descr~bed  here, the a ~ r f o ~ l  was placed roughly 

in the middle of the shear layer at a downstream distance of  27 
cm as measured by the d ~ s t a n c e  between the airfoil pitch axis 
(quarter chord) and the t r a ~ l ~ n g  edge of the shear layer splitter 
plate, see Fig. 2 At this separation dlsrance, the presence of 
the a~r fo i l  d ~ d  nor affect the characteristic3 of the otherwise 
natural layer in the region between the sp l~ t te r  plate and the 
airfoil The ~nit ial  ~ns tab i l~rq  frequencb fa and  the mean and 
rms profiles of the strearnulie velocit) component remained 
unchanged In t h ~ s  region, w ~ t h  or  withour the a i r f o ~ l .  

Throughout this paper,  we use an integral rh~ckness a s  a 
measure o f  the shear layer local thickness, deflned b) 

 her: UC) ) I S  the mean streamwlse ve loc i t~  profile, Un, the 
minlmum veloc~ty In the profile, and y ,  the 4 l o c a t ~ o n  where 
Li = U,,, This def in~t ion  was suggested by Lang" t o  accom- 
modare mean proflies ~ ~ t h  a wake component .  Note that 
\i her1 the u a k e  component goes to  zero, resulting in U,, - U2 
and  j , , ,  - + oc, the usual definition of  the integral thickness is 
recovered 

The  general e f fec t  of the pitching airloti on  the shear layer 
in the reglon dourlitreani of  the airfoil 13 illustrated In Fig. 3. 
The r ~ g h t  arid left edgei of  each photograph correspond to  a 
range of douni t ream stations of  80 < A  ~ 2 1 0  cm measured 
from the splitter plate tralling edge This range 1s equivalent to 
1053 < 1 8,,< 2763, where B,, I S  the lnirial momentum th~chness  
of the uounddr) laker on  the h~gh-speed s ~ d e  at the splitter 
plate tip The  ~ l d r h  of each photcgrdph In the cros>-siream 
d ~ r e c t ~ o r i  corresponds to  the heighi of the Hater In the channel, 
approximarel) 42 cm in lhls case. 

d) A = 4 deg, j = 0.347 H z  

F ~ g u r e  3 shows that large increases in the layer grouth  rate = A0 X=W)cm 
can be a c h i e ~ e d  at i o u  f o r c ~ n g  irequenctes u/joe I). Note 
thar the mere presence of the nonossi l lat~ng airfoil In the la)er m. of On seeulsyrr 

md 

growth in tttD region dowa@xcsm of tb? &foe (now h from wt lo (Fig. 3b , J  = 01 appears to have reduced the layer grourh  rate. 
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Fig. 4 Variation of  the shesr layer thickness for A = 4 deg (o 
natural; V f = 0, A = 0; of = 0.250; A f = 0.347; of = 0.500). 

Fig. 5 Yarinrion of the shear layer l h r r k n e ~  for ,4 = 2 deg (- 
natural, of  =0.250, A f =O.W7, o j =  0.500). 

Similarly, in the case of a hlgh osc~l la t~on frequency (j = 6), 
the shear layer seems to grow more slowly than the natural 
case. I t  should be mentloned that, for hlgh-frequency cases, 
the airfoil o sc~ l l a t~on  amplltude was lowered in order to keep 
the dcceleratlon at these hlgh frequenc~es manageable, particu- 
larly durlrrg long periods of rime requlred for data acqulsltlon. 
No d~scern~ble  difference was observed upon increasing the 
amplltude from 2 to 4 deg In the case of hlgh-frequency 
forcing 

These qualitative results are further substantiated by veloc- 
~ t y  profile measurements. See the 0 vs x plots in Fig. 4, which 
were computed from these profiles (Figs. 8, 12, and 14 repre- 
sent typlcal profiles). Thr:, figure Includes oniy low-frequency 
forcing result>, since that 15 when the largest effects were 
observed When the stationary airfoil is i n  the layer, the 
downstrran~ growth rate 1s reduced by approximately 15% 
reiatlve to that of the natural layer. At thls point, i t  may be 
~nteresting to  note the qualita~ively similar behavior of turbu- 
lent boundary layers resulting from the Insertion of large-eddy 
breakup devlces " Whether the reductlon of the shear layer 
growth rate can be explained by slmrlar mechanisms and 
whether t h ~ s  reductlon perslsts at large downstream distances 
requlres further study We also nore that the downstream 
growth rate of the iayer ar hlgh forclng frequencies (results not 
shown here) tends to be lower than the natural case and is 
bracketed between the growth rates of the natural layer and 
the layer wlth the stationary airfoil. 

Results obtalned at forclng frequenctes o f f  = 0.25, 0.347, 
and 0 50 lndlcate thar low-frequency forcing 1s characterized 
by an Increase of the shear layer spreading rate culminating in 

Fig. 5 Eff& of Ibc forcing m p l t u d e  on the shear fnytr structure 
and growth for f = 0.254 Hz. 

1.0 
. 0  2. 0 4 . 0  E.  0 8. 0 

AUPL 1 TuDE 

Fig. 7 "variation of the shear layer thicknes;, with forcing amplitude 
at X = 135 cm ( o f = 0.347, of = 0.500). 

the formation of large vortlces The enhanced growth 16 not 
lrnear in x and 11s magnlrude depends on the forcing frequency 
(e.g , see Fig 4) As the frequency decredses, the regon of' 
flow showlng increased growth moves downstream and the 
final vortex formed has a larger size. I t  appears that the 
growth of rhe forced layer becomes ver) small once the associ- 
ated large kortlces are formed Thrs can be seen In the phoro- 
graphic data (Fig. 3) and the trend In the 0 vs x plot (Fig. 4) a s  
x Increases. 

The forcing amplitude affects the features described above 
in the foliosing way An Increase (decrease) o i  the alrfoil 
pltch amplltude Increases (decreases) the layer spreading rate 
and causes the final large vortex to be formed somewhat 
earlier (later) These effects are shown In Flg. 5 (to compare 
with Fig 4) and Flg. 6. One consequence of these events 1s 
thar, as the forc~ng amplltude IS raised, the shear layer thick- 
ness, at a fixed downstream Iocatlon, Increases and ultlmarely 
reaches a "saturat~on" value; see Fig 7 I t  1s not clear, at this 
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Fig. 8 Mean and rms velocit) proiiies a1 X = 18 em ( 0  natural; 
o A  = 0 ,  f =0; o A  = 4 ,  f =0.250; A A  = 4 ,  f =0.5001. 

point, whether this saturatron is due to the layer growth rate 
having reached a lim~ting value or the moving upstream of the 
location of vortex formatlon. 

Results from F I ~  3 (1 = 0.25, 0.317, 0.5) and also Fig. 9 
(discussed In the next sect~on) suggest that, for a given airfoil 
osc~llation frequency. the shear layer thickness reaches a max- 
 mum at a downstream stailon x uhere the final large vortices 
are fully formed. This statlon seems to be the locatlon where 
the mean vortex passage frequency of-the natural layer 
roughly matches the forcing frequency. If I ,  denotes the mean 
vortex spaclng at downstream sratiorn x xn the natural layer, 
the mean-vortex passage frequency fn can be calculated from 

= U,/In. The convection speed U,, in the presenr case of 
uniform denslty, is approx~mately"~'~ I/, -- (U, + U2)/2. The 
mean vortex spaclng can be estimated uslng the relation,Is 

where r = U2/U1 is the velocity ratio. The mean vortex pas- 
sage frequencj can now be estimated according to 

%here X ( I  - r ) / ( l  t r ) .  Matching of theforcing frequency 
f and the mean vortex passage frequency f,, leads to the rela- 
tion Axf/U, = 1 47 as an estimate of the downstream location 
where the layer thickness reaches a maximum and the large 
vortlces are fully formed. This estimate agrees wlth the find- 
ings of Oster and Wygnanski4 that the center of "region 2" 
(see the ~nrroduction) occurs at hrJ /U ,  = 1.5 .  

In both cases of forclng the downstream region and the 
upstream reg~on (see the next section), the passage frequency 
of the large vortices that are formed is the same as the forcing 
frequency In other words, if I is the vortex spacing and f the 
forcing frequency, we obtaln J/U, = 1. The vortex spaclng 
can be readil? obtained by measuring the separation dlstance 

Airfoil 1 /4-chord Splitter plate tip 
X = 2 7 r m  X = O  

1 I 

c) A = 2 dcg, f = 6.0 Hz 

Fig. 9 Effecl of the pitching airfoil on the shear layer structure and 
growth in the region upstream of the airfoil. 

between the vortices In Ftg. 3. Whlle there are general similar- 
ities between our results and the previous work on shear layer 
low-frequency f ~ r c i n g , ~  the growth rates observed here ap- 
pear to be larger. Under Iou-frequency excitation, shear layer 
growth rate increases of up to a factor of two over the un- 
forced layer have been r e p ~ r t e d . ~  In our data of Fig. 4, maxi- 
mum spreading rates as hlgh as three times the natural layer 
are indicated. Note also that, in most high-growth cases, the 
size of the structures has become comparable to the channel 
height. It is quite possible that the finite height of the channel 
may be restricting the growth of structures that might other- 
wise have grown to even larger sizes. 

Upstream lofluence 
The growth of the shear layer in the reglon upstream of the 

airfoil is not affected by either the presence of the stationary 
airfoil or 11s oscillat~on at low frequencies; see Fig. 4 Mea- 
surements of the streamwise velocity at three stations in the 
upstream reglon show that the mean and rms profiles also 
remaln unchanged when compared to the natural layer. Figure 
8 shows one such comparison at a distance about one chord 
length upstream of the airfoil. For these Iow frequencies, rhe 
shear layer is dlvided into two reglons: one upstream of the 
airfoil where the layer grows as in the natural case and the 
other downstream of the airfoil where the growth rare is 
substantially increased. The large mlsmatch of the arfoll os- 
clllation frequency w ~ t h  the predominant natural frequencies 
In the shear layer in the upstream region of the a~rfoil is most 
likely the reason this portion of the layer remains unaffected. 

Control over the structure and growth rate in the upstream 
part of the layer con be exercised if the forcing frequency is 
raised. Exampies of forc~ng the upstream region are provided 
in Flg. 9. The photograph in thls figure, corresponding to 
low-frequency forclng, also represents the flow patterns in 
cases of the natural layer and statlonary alrfoil, due to the 
insensitivity of this reglon to low-frequency excitation, as 
discussed previously. Flgure 9 shows that forclng close to the 
natural frequency leads to the formatlon of a perrodic, nonln- 
teracting array of vortices. These effects are slmllar to results 
obtained by previous excltatlon techniques where forcing was 
applied at the splltter plate trailing edge (e.g., see Refs. 5-7). 
In fact, using the present technique of forcing the upstream 
regton, we have been able to observe many of the features 
documented m mlxing layers that were forced by other means.' 
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Fig. 10 Elow georneto with the airfoil inside and outside the shear 
layer. . 05 1 0 8 n * e i  , , 1 

w 0 * ' 9  

. O O  
-. 15 -. 1 0  - 85 00 . 85 . 1 0  . 15 

Airfoil 1/4-ctrord Spltttrr plate tip C Y - Y C ~  ,X 

X = 27 cm X = 0  
i 1 . B 

I 

( Y - Y = >  / x  

Fig. 12 Mean and rms velocity profiles at X .; 18 cm, A = 2 deg, 
i and f = 9.0 Hz ( o airfoil inside the layer, o airfoil outs~de the layer). 

Fig. I 1  Upstream forcing with the airfoil outside the shear Iaycr. 
iL-- 

Coupling Mechantsm 
The oscillating airfoil can dtsturb the shear layer by at  least 

two mechanisms Flrst, there IS the "potential" disturbance 
generated by the motion of the airfoil. Thls 1s the dlsturbance 
that would be present even In the absence of the shear layer 
(I  e., an osc~llatlng a1rfo11 In the freestream) and 1s due to the 
osc~liat~ng bound c~rculatlon on the alrforl and the circulation 
of the resulting free vortices shed Into the wake. The potential 
d~srurbance IS transm~tted everywhere In the f loe ,  both up- 
stream and dosnsiream, instantaneously for the (present) case 
of an ~ncompresslble flow. Second IS the dlsturbance caused 
by the lnteractlon between the bortlclty shed by the airfoil and 
that already present In the shear layer. Thls disturbance IS 

convected only In the downstrearrt direcrlon. At low alrfoli 
osc~llatron frequenclel, the dlsturbance sould take the form of 
a transverse osc~l la t~on Imposed on the shear layer at the 
alrfoll tralllng edge At hlgher frequencies, the alrfoll-shed 
vorziclty that concerrtrates into borrrcal structuresu l 6  can In- 
~eract  ulrh the shear layer large-scaie vortlces Note that this 
d~scusslon does not presume a h e a r  interactron process. It 
should be dared ?hat the vortex lnieractlon mentioned above 
has, in prlnctple, an upstream Influence also. The influence IS 

belleved to be llmlred to the near vicinlty of the alrfoll, slnce 
the main contrlbutlon comes from hlgh-order moments (poles) 
of the vortlclty distribution whose lnduced veloclty drops 
sharply with separation distance. 

Forclng the upstream reglon, described earlier, can be ex- 
plalned very slmply as belng the result of the coupling of the 
a~rfotl 's "potential" dtsturbance to the flow tn the vicinity of 
the splltter plate trailing edge. Thls behavlor would then be 
rlrn~lar to the case of acoustic excitation in that the effective 
coupl~ng occurs near the trailing edge of the splitter 
Is the large downstream Increase of the layer growth rale 
under low-frequency excttatlon the result of coupling of the 

a) Airfoil outside the layer 

-- 

g) Airfoil inside the layer 

Pig. 13 Effecl of the airfoil posllton on downstream forc~ng ( A  = 2 
dcg. f = 0.347 Hz). 

dlsturbance to the flow at the splitter plate or the direct 
interact~on at  the alrfoll location by the second mechanism? 

We attempted to answer this question by taking away the 
second coupllng mechanism This IS done by removing the 
airfoil from the mrddle o f  the layer and placing 11 on the 
low-speed side outside the shear layer, as tndlcated In Fig. 10. 
Except for a minor reduction In the effectrve amplitude, the 
first mechanism is believed to  be mostly unaffected by the 
change of posltlon of the airfotl. The effects of forclng on the 
upstream reglon, with the new geometry, are shown In Fig. 1 1 .  
It can be seen that rhe shear layer can be forced just as easily 
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Fig. 14 Effeet of the airfoil position on the mean velocity profile in 
the forced layer when A = 2 deg, f = 0.347 Hz, and X = 135 cm ( 0 

natural, m airfoil inside the iayer,.~ airfoil outside the layer). 

as before and the resulting flow, except for a region very near 
the airfoil, is the same as when the airfoil is in the middle of 
the layer. Measurements of the velocity at various locations in 
the upstream region show that the mean and rms profiles are 
identical, regardless of the airfoil position. One such compar- 
ison is shown in Fig. 12. On the other hand, the position of the 
airfoil is crucial in forcing the downstream region, as illus- 
trated in Figs. 13 and 14. Moving the airfoil outside the shear 
layer appears to have also removed almost all the disturbances 
at the forcing frequency. With the airfoil in the new position, 
the shear layer does not grow into large sizes. The mean 
velocity profile is as in the natural case and the rms profile 
(not shown here) shows little change relative to the natural 
layer. 

Based on the results described above, we conclude that 
forcing the upstream region can be thought of as being the 
result of the "potential" disturbances introduced by the oscil- 
lating airfoil. On the contrary, in the cases of forcing the 
downstream region, results show that the disturbances are 
coupled into the layer at the airfoil location and that the effect 
of the "potential" disturbances amplified throughout the 
layer is negligible. 

Conclusions 
The effects of a locally introduced disturbance on a turbu- 

lent plane mixing layer were investigated. Disturbances were 
generated by a two-dimensional pitching airfoil located down- 
stream of the splitter plate trailing edge. Results show that the 
regions upstream and downstream of the airfoil can be selec- 
tively forced by the proper choice of the frequency. At low 
forcing frequencies, the region upstream is unaffected, while 
large increases in the shear layer spreading rate downstream of 
the disturbance source are observed. Forcing at high frequen- 
cies leaves the growth rate of the layer in the downstream 
region relatively unchanged (slight decrease compared to natu- 
ral), whereas the flow structure in the upstream region is 
modified. Results suggest that forcing the upstream region is 
a consequence of the coupling of the airfoil's "potential" 
disturbance to the flow at the trailing edge of the splitter plate. 

This type of coupling is very weak in the case of low-frequency 
forcing of the downstream region. In this case, the direct 
transverse oscillations imposed on the shear layer locally at the 
airfoil trailing edge provide the coupling of the disturbance to 
the flow. 
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PLEASE NOTE! 
T 

Labels f o r  downstream locat ions  on f igures  3, 6 a r e  misplaced and those 
f o r  f igure  13 a r e  missing. The labe ls  f o r  downstream locations X = 8 0  c m  
and X = 210 cm f o r  a l l  t h ree  f igures  should be located as indicated on 
the  xerox copy of f igure 6 attached. 

Labels f o r  downstream locat ions  on f igures  9 ,  11 are misplaced. The 
correct  l abe l s  f o r  X = 0 and X = 27 c m  f o r  these  f igures  a r e  indicated 
on the  xerox copy of f i gu re  9 attached. 



A = 2 deg.  

A = 4 deg.  

A = 6 deg .  

X = 210 cm X = 80 c m  

E f f e c t  of the forc ing  amplitude on the shear  layer 

s t ruc ture  and growth for f = 0.250 Hz. 

F i g u r e  6 



A i r f o i l  I/'-chard 
X = 2 7  cm 

I ' 

Splitter p l a t e  t i p  
X = O  

I 

A = 4 deg. ,  f = 0.250 Hz 

A = 2 deg.. f = 4.0 Hz 

A = 2 deg. ,  f = 6.0 Hz 

E f f e c t  o f  the  p i t ch ing  a i r f o i l  on the  shea r  l a y e r  

s t r u c t u r e  and growth i n  the  region upstream of the  
a i r f o i l .  

F i g u r e  9 


